t; it was a long, confused, difficult s
oward the end in a great hurry; it was often
tasist once said, “crabbed1
purpose, simply enough, was to
Europa, both for its
Adventurous Entertainments.
articular style of o

ultures and folklore descri

mes wildly. No effort, aside from a
s discussions with Mr. Thomas
rences. The world-either wo
d even an observer as widely traveled
me, simplifjr, and omit. If the
rs are, it should go without saying, welc
edge of history and folklore into their Enter
Id like to learn more are directed to the BibliomaD
er matter that seems to concern
m his historical work Vvitchcwzfl “NO
mitiation from this book; if he wishes to m
d the proper method of using the Reversed
wn heart. which will, no dou

ses standard terms for concepts comSorcerous Orders. The Orders them-

using elaborate and mysterious names for quite commonplace things, particdar terms for what evewoiie

WIUCI

________
_______-__
of more
understood that he
them.
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MEMBER

UldL
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I

udes Lore. Si&. de

cussed or written about,

becomes mterwoven with its material substance.

the source of the SpiritualAspect [4]
The SOLI^, known as the ti bon a n p

more &lly elsewhere.

reparation.
its

from tana leaves. If the energy is not reple
Vmpir will lose animation, and eventually
dust. All these forms of Undeath are, of course
induced, through dark spells or curses; these spe
the Undead to the livi
their vicnms, not make

””are

to

ese are a Sod that has departe
remains trapped on this plane of existen

missions often require the assistanc
completion: the recovery of some
reputation of the ghost’s former s
When the task is complete, the ghost genera
never to have been human, but have

They may do that anyway, in the h
this particular Earth.

Walks West Man. To name a few
Once I stood on a peak in the

I said as much to Maes, who agreed. And then Maes said, “Bu
them, stood upon them, and now they are always with you.”
The secrets of the world cannot be lost, only kept. If e
under the world were to be printed in a threepenny edition

I imaLgineyou are reading this in the hope of lear

And even the wizards cannot burn every house in the world.
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t expert debunkers

ass this off with a
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touch of brashness.

effect. Some are mentallv disturbed;
Order will attempt to direct these t

able to display it to any
reliable or usefid degree.

for many “hauntings” an
poltergeist phenomena. Some
of them become fake sorcerers,

miraculous. Many of these are after wealth and
involves revealing any

an Order might wish to hoard potential new mem-

the extreme limits of this principle.)

may take from one

's ability to read is important.

literate, but has the Talent, is

on components:

In some orders thi

The Path of the

pass through the ritual of man
involves circumcision and scari

fledgedmember of a Sorcerous Order.

ders include physical mutilation,
in their clidenges. Rather, die

live so as to h n 8 80 lduvne I+JOPZ vnY.re

I know t h t Good shall returnfiovtz
deeds and Cosmic Niceness

Good does rehu-1 for Good and Evil for Evil

1

chv are ess&tial--for Some members, they can

- seem more important than sorcery proper.
in ‘le pl’Ysical

the

Chapterhol1se-00k
‘mema?’ be
Proas
lawyers
or
financial
managers.
fessionals,
such
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.
to the practicing
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the h v , Can be of
than those wlio are merely
It will be apparent that,
ing magickal Talent (and h
the lottery and then some. It should
however, that there are
in New Europa: blrth
ic status. Becoming a sorcere
the second, but very little for
staaLl, but not
a Baron or a Duke.

ttom of
give orders even to

ed his charge as &I aiopted child, are very ’me.

cat-

Prosperous Novices, at least if they are boys,will
their

llolallv have received h a i r rrhnnlino Wnrr

:ep

nes.
The Oider wdl &ange education equivalent to at
least college-entrance level in ouz America (I am
doing my best not to be sarcastic here), and ofien college-level as well. A scholastic sorcerer of the
Falkenstein sort will never get anywhere without a
decent education, and will go f d e r and faster the
better that education is. Also. sorcerers who are adeot

scended that
new Masters.

majorit4.is necessary to
Grandmasters have

asters so
ask 'What is YOw'

nurig urand Masters.

ree Grand Masters. If,
1, a l l die without new
Of the
may

keeping them informed of the 1
their fields; the Order provides
return, as well as sorcerous assis

meetings. He is elected by the koting membership of
the Chapter. The President must be at least a
of the Order; should the Chapter somehow b
out a Master-rank member, a Journeyman m
elected Preside
There is usually at least one Vice-Pr

non as wrccrcrs

One of the oldest
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Ben Savile stepped in; my father’s papers named him as my guardian. The theater was

terrible doubts

and in front of the small greenhouse.

r; before I could even begin to ga
possibIy have caught that,” I said, “even if I were an Adep
” Ben said. “And it was the same in the Market. You’re a sorce

pell, whether

cards is a joker, then let the fun en

FORA
emember that in Victori
I

L~V~IIG?

businas” is
and distinct-

in search of a
wishes to h e .

minister to live on his salaw, like a common clerk.

able; it is, after all, collecting rent on one’s non-real property. Stock 111 companies, government bonds, and guar-
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Magickal Talent and p w e r is a gift fi.0
to be used for the g h r of said Po

- . .

f the Sorcerous Orders is such

ickd talent as a

gft,to be

In terms of the Gr

cerer live outside it. The most one can hope for is to leave

cery deck at the moment th

THETwo PARADIGMS:A
PHILOSOPHICAL
DILEMMA

books (even when those books are elde

ever seen w
tles ended the victorious sorc

S o : Are there two tr
the “country?” I think there are
that sorcerers’ attitudes are differ

school. Some of us are there for the
dinner parties and the respectable ne
not the music. There does
common ground.

I

to give him a little assistance.”

yself, but I imagined time was what I h

for the night. Sometime
eed, the following morning Victor offered me membe
Ancient Order of Cthonian Time. One of the others expressed

Order. This would seem
to contradict the ongo-

APOSTASY

perhaps even as an assassin.
xnplete violations of your
Is for merit the

called. The viola

c rest until the

punishmenrs. i-momer is ror me npostate to nave a
major Ward placed on him,that will let all his former

mon mark of the

the word. What is generally u
knowledge of an Order with any other 0
This applies most strongly to Sigils and the
tents of Lorebooks; the sorcerer may make

It is generally held that this

emicals. I regret to disappoint you, but we acttiallv did little m o
mer’s labor was the pile of unwashed dishes in the si
as well admit remove two human bodies from the grave

ly, over another pot-i

nit had in mind.
us, except the subject

II

H o w shall we determi
uble. I shall do it.” Her next statem

e Snowdonian caves, and we se
s. It took us nearly eight hours, and Tanit,
scomfort. Then, as we all seemed
of pearl-white light rose slowly fi-om he
d we h m b l e d at the assists for her
nergy began to drift. It struck one
mg pen swung wide and broke off. We
icity but with a strange coldness. If I say th

to reverse the spell, and we got back in
nd then it settled back into Tan
as streaked dead white. She looked around
stood up from the sto
walked past us, o u t of

cal evidence of our work, closed
that the two unname
. Of the approach Victor disc

know the future without under-

unknown Muster, qzzoted by Cu.1iost.n
the avoidance of
means. Their
lved &et and exercise,
are interested in
g more direct and lasting.

-un

er they defected from their original membership
searcli of eternal life, or maintain their “overt”
emberships while secretly meeting with their felis an Overt andpublic memvery existence is a secret,

keeps
a low pro&, simply because they do not wish to die
erest-

mal
eq’
r,

ems, I know of Haigerloch in Prussia, and have been
iably told of others in the tin mines of Cornwall
s of Virginia in America.
are mementoes mori, the

aeS,

hourglass-

in victoria
ess in black, though their
formal robes are of silver, that shines in the cold light

The Members use them
r other knowledge (sorcer-

cularly about living

whch allows a minute perception
condition of a body (alive or dead)
Commund (lo+), which allows c
nervous system, allowing the suppression of pain,
fear responses, and any reaction to noxious smells or
tastes (though it does n
“aY fronl damage; 1
arm into the strongest acid and fee
the acid would still burn the flesh).
(124) allows a living being’s life energy to be
as a sphere Of cO1c
mec’xmical devices, ma)
Life Force Once
(for
to another body, or storing it in
The Shards of Eteritli
History & Secret Kno
atively new tome within the order. It i
hinged iron cover, and the pages are
have the text etched onto them.
spells dealing with the manipulation of
regards to preserving one’s own fife. Defia
AJes (124) slows the ra7
er’s body, to the point where the caster age
year for every ten real years that pass. Persons
*is enchantment tend
j u s t moves too fast for
stops all molecular motion
Putting him in a State o f s ~ s
spell is generally used to
progress of disease or pois
(144) resets th
the ten seconds that have just passed, perhaps all0
ing him to prevent himself kom becomin
Due to the nature Of tirr
to One specific
- . instant
e- once.
. Zrnporul
I

ot

ages ten years for every minute of contac

I

I n our case, however, there werc still days of invcstigation ahcad, with tlic constant thought that
the murderer might strike again. The coat button led us to a tailor, w h c h led us to a li
sibilities. Selecting for sorcerers reduced this to twelve, and, after careful questions
finallv to two:a Plktip Felting of the Golden Dawn, and one Ellis Craike of the B
No one at their Chapterhouses had apparently seen these men for some months-in Craike’s cas
almost two j’ears.
We visited Felting’s house in Kensington. When there was no
duced a fine set of picks, and we entered.
The smell struck us at once. We both recognized
stench of a decomposing body. Felting was seated
apparentlv drunk a large glass of whisky, smoked a cigar, and slashed his left
I made what seemed the obvious observation. Blessent smiled and said, “
not? And perhaps the beast has bitten himself to death.
as I perceive you have some medical training.”
I l a d not told him so, but I applied it as instructed. He
for weeks at leas, which whatever else it meant was a perk
The address we had been given for Craile was in
Docks, up a flight of rickety wooden stairs:As the 1
will pardon the expression, theatrical.
Blessent paused at the head of the stairs. He shook the balustra
akings, and said, “I believe we have been sufficiently announced
the door in.
We were in a loft room, filthy and dim, its walls half
oil lamp and a partly eaten dinner.
I could feel Enerw being drawn. We had caught a wizard at

lessent raised his stick and squeezed the handle. There was a ban
t in his flank.But he did not stop, and without a wasted move

four-shot pocket pistol and emptied it into Craike’s body. Still the lcil
tl*g
he must be near collapse. He knifed me under the ribs. It
have never since rushed upon a man with a h f e , even if I believed
knife m i t h me (not intentionally, you understand), an

timate the power
desperation. I could sense a
power in the space around us. I reached out for the nearest strand, an
sciousness.
I woke
rrible, not that I had exp
ner, sitting like a-broken doll. And o n the other side of the room was
It was not difficut to see what had happened. Craike had tried to
ably with Blessent. Had it succeeded, he would have become the d
have died “heroically” in the bringing down of the killer). I have ofte
be proven-if Crake was in fact the Mer. It could have been Felting, who
upon him, switched bodies with Craike and then murdered him,
logical motive for Felting’s suicide was ever found.) Indeed, “Felting
host for a murderous spirit that began elsewhere, who can say how long
I have reason to wonder about these things, because not long after u
ical condition, I finally accepted my new (and undesired) role as Co
of the Order of Eleusis. The only person I might have confessed this to was Be
in London. It seemed--.cyell, that I wanted to learn what this new selfcould

teries (less form
Eleusis) are an Order
detectives. They trace their ances
of Thebes, w h o solved the Riddl
evenhially pursued the mystery
kingdom to it5 solution-at enormo
(Euripidestells the story far better
The modern Eleusinians deal
cosmic (and much less perso
they naturally have close as
of their nations, only a few are actually serving police
officials, partly because of the mundane demands of
a public career and par
ence in temperament.
tions: Sir fichard Datchery rose &om ordinary constable to Detective Inspector an
London Chapter (and an OBE, granted
remarkable Drood Case), and Inspector Juve of the
French Sur&&has admirably balanced his loyalties to
Order and State. Bnt most are independents, working with the police on the same consulting basis as
with private citizens.A fay actively avoid contact with
the established authority, either out of disdain for
their “clumsy” methods or a desire to avoid being
bound by too many official rules.
In Russia, members of the Order are re
law to be part of a police service-u
secret service (the 0
and Austria-Hungary have not succeeded.
The Eleusinian symbol is a reclining sp
resenting their triumph over the penultimate mys
(namely, the riddle of die sphinx). For rituals, m
bers wear black and silver robes, the presiding
ber and Grandmasters white and gold. The 1
ornament indicates rank withii the Order;

The Riddler’s Guid

between them. Not aLl th

ing, in the way that one

ing.” It is entirely I
this particular bit o

actually etched on sheets of glass in silver
frames. It deals with the disciplines of extending the
senses to find clues, and the reasoning powers to
assemble them. Enhance Clue ( W )is the most basic
of these; it can bring out an obscured print or trace.
tur)~is

t is no easy thing to be another man for a year and a half. Even an eccentric recluse
such as Blessent has an acquaintance with his barber, his tailor, his grocer, and the cor
ner policeman, all of whom remember individual things about him, and notice wh
those things change. I should think that if my host had not lived without servants, I
should never have succeeded at all. A man may occasionally startle the local policeman
and have it pass, but not his valet. And I daresay
en my standing victual order beyond pigs’ trotters, marrows, and sour cherries
In an odd way, being dropped among the solvers of
constantly working in some disguise or another, and q i n g o n
to better understand the mind of the quarry. (I should imagine that this is a reason
theatrical people, are never l l l y accepted in the best society.
one, toff or tramp, can pretend to be other than he was born.) At least
I quite accidentally began rumors that I was pursuing some deep a
Another way I preserved my charade as Blessent was to seek more and mor
London. Most towns away fi-om the metropolis rarely saw a police
only &om popular fiction; we might look like a n y h n g fi-om Springheeled Jack t
have any sort of mannerisms.
I will not here d e t d the family s dal, leading to two killings an
terrible business is well published. But my involvement with the case brought
Reverend Mr. Theodore Ticknor, an excellent investigator i
of the Order of St. Bomface. Rev. Ticknor had been called in on the suspicio
under some kind of compulsion, possibly even demonic possession. Attr
f d y simply do not behave that way.
I should not, certainly, have attended Rev. Ticknor’s examinati
outside investigator, there was no good excuse to be made.
I will say that die Reverend put on a good show. He had had Claristo
draped with white, and mirrors set about (evil spirits cannot abide
mortals to do so is sirdid \mity - I have never puzzled that one out). The subject
dressed in a modest white gown, and placed in a chair for examina
two Scotland Yard men guarded die doors and large windows.
You can probabiy guess what took place. The Reverend pronoun
pulsion, but he began to look at me with that doubtful, gimletty
possess by right.
I doubted that he had seen verv much. Still, it was time to le
inn at once and departed for the station, knowing, as all good detectives must,
be departing at twenty past the hour. As the train pulled out, I thought I could see
on the platform, two large fellows with h m .
Before I could relax, the door to my compartment op
was a Nonconformist, with prematurely white hair, small

cerers; but when they scent Demonism
Instead of responding, the fellow o
Scots whisky in the mixture. “You are certainly a Nonconformist,” I said.
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are best judged by fellow practitioners, and pardV to
keep rules from being imposed by outsiders.
The wording of the Rules varies, but there are
three Great Rules that are almost universal:
1)The Protection of the Secrets. The Members
must not reveal the Order's
. ,
utmousiy,
not- a11 aecrecs
are equal; revealing an easily changed password, while
a violation, is not the same
thing as revealvlg the contents of a Lorebook.
2) The Good of the
Order. Members are
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d e s (use Of foul language in th
Members) usually require onl
a formal Vol
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Preserve the Good, and Let Not Evil Harm
the Innocent.

4e
Protect the Secrets of Our Knowledge, for this
Terrible Power must Never be given unto the
Foolish or those who would do Evil.

Order's welfare in mind.
4e
This does not necessarily
Take No Life in the Pursuit of The Art.
mean that one is supposed
to die for the Order
4e
(though people havc done
Aid those of our Order as you would ask for
so), but that one should
Yourself.
protect its property and
reputation.
3) The Dignity of the Use not the Art for illicit Gain or for the harm
of others.
Craft. Sorcerers, regardless
of their Order affiliations,
4e
should not bring shame or
Use your Art to promote the Greater Welfare
disfavor upon the ancient
of all Humanity.
and honorable profession
of Sorcery. This is not an
idle conceit. There is still much distrust and fear of
the offender's spirit, 1
magicians, even in the "modern" world. A wizard
that
the victim is first
who uses his knowledge in destructive ways, and
is
unable
to fight back. The
especially to injure or dominate others, makes life
more difficult for all wizards.
Grave offenses will
Orders also have Lesser Rules, whic
codes of conduct that apply only within the
punishments. A large
Chapterhouse or between Members. Many of these
a right of appeal to anoth
are trivial (no cigars in the ritual chamber, Novices
can effectively argue that
and Journcymen must rise when a Grand Master
enters the room), while others deal with more
two Members, a trial by co
important matters, particularly Matters of Honor.
Many Orders have a rule that Members may not
-

r

n

amburg is a good city to get lost in. Even
e constant traffic of ships and train
I was a bit worried at the Custom
make one feel. But all went smo
eusinian made me, in the Prussian
certain deference.
From the port I
g day was seated at a coffeehouse
the Golden Dawn named Munzer introduced himself, and in the course of thin
tality of his Chapterhouse.
The Members of the Berlin C
were gracious in the
pleased to have me there. Somethtng was going on; dis
from the food, was quite cold.
In addition to Herr Miinzer, a pinc -loolung Master of
table; he wore a severe dark suit and the same sort of e
halt‘ a dozen other members of various ranks filled out the table
Von Grafenau said, “After dinner, there will be a special mee
arrange for your entertainment as long as it lasts-perhaps you would care to use
Munzer asked the Grand Master if he could make a suggestion. Given approval
hould take our Eleusinian colleague into OUT confidence concerning the matter to
assistant
Von
erlv Grand Master n
Order are involved. I believe &e Bcxuchgfiit should be allowed to attend.”
The meeting was conducted more like a Cabinet briefing than a meetin
inters, papers briskly read. I soon understood their intensity, howeve
The Golden Dawn, always deeply involved in Europan politics, ha
assassinate the Empress Elizabeth of Austria during a visit to he
vas not, however, possible simply to reveal the details to the police. The Bav
siderable mistrust of the Prussian-and the Golden Dawn had a mistrust o
sure, as a gentleman private investigator, I would share.
The chief difEidty was with the assassin himself.The Anarchis
amed Scotto, but they were not relying on a precise and comp
to kill the Empress, wo~tldsimply be let loose on the city, with
path to the victim. Police spies could not discover, nor Scotto reveal, a plan that
knew before the moment of execution.
Von Grafenau made his continued o
without seeming to contradict the other Masters and Grand Master
I, as a non-Member, might be best suited to go to Munchen w
i
ra
s reached.
t was certainly not hard to locate the victim. Empress Elizabeth--“Sisi,” as
a great favorite, and everywhere she went there was a crowd. While the polic
dence, I kept scanning the faces around her for one in particular. I only hoped Scott
to favor the dagger for assassination; it would give me more time than a bull
Miinchen was beautifid, and I could not enjoy it. On the third day of
alk cafe, waiting for the Empress to leave a state luncheon across the
approached; the girl wore a violet dress, the youth a hussar’s uniform with

believe him;but then passers by

ed a bit drunk. “You want a sight of mj

I saw the Empress’s coach pull away, and stood up, deciding

e hussar’s uniform, who I was now quite sure was not Crown Prince Rudolf, swung inside
,‘(the gesture was unnecessary.We would have stoppe
,ends up romantic and dashing and dead.’
s appearance-had changed dram
at does not have Herr Miinzer’s br

murder of Herr Miinzer-though be assured, we will not return
ave through France; we will of c o m e provide papers.’’

ng you to the plan. As however much th

spite all rumors, the
tion), and in no way ma
und of congratdations and champagne, the King said, “So,
yow grace, Mr. Olam-how shall we reward Master Savile?”

morse,” I said, hoping I did not sound too

I came to know later, is Will: They are
ers believe. It is an interesting phdosop

I

CHAPTERHOUSES
terhouse.” This is where
f the Order are kept, and
where hospitality and sanctuary (see below) are

a combination

estanding strucentirely to the
edlcated houses are
library, club, and hotel.
ental New Europa,

1111

spaces without excellent security
The Order of St. Boniface us
ties in a church or church-connected bui

n a city. This permits comfortable
splendid securi
the neighbors
estate, rich in I
keeps itself bal

lage’s sorcerer to have his own house, and a friend-

ting sorcerer will be welcomed there.
rder structure describes the

ay not enter a Chapterhouse without either the
resident (or ranking
d of formal search
New Europa, the
t require a warrant
perty; the privilege of telling
the police to go away belongs only to the aristocracy, the extremely wealthy, and the sorcerous.)
This is true even in Prussia, though the state police
rarely have trouble obtaining a warrant. In Russia,
the local police will not usually enter without permission, but the Okhrana have been known to raid
Chapterhouses bv force, usually in search of “anar-

not always approve; they are
aught in the crossfire
, or suffering the side

Magick
ings
A general libr;
Lorebooks (this m;
exchanged Mfitl, mem

A “Strangers’ Room”, si

An astronomical

Y”‘“‘”‘”‘

does not
materials
kept in
t there as

,-

the Member Charact-. ,-,
__---,
---,
____,
ing in mind the particular needs, purposes,
budget of the Order. If a Character is Nob
fabulously wealthy,
for a Chapterhouse.

I

go. I opted for Greece, for no other reason than I

tenance in a crowd, but I still
For that reason, I opted to take an estate i

ble perdurable glamour.It was
my heart, but in hindsight I’d

--
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This does not mean tha

I heard Elizabe

nd (W),
which can identi@the link

made our departures.

s if this were the most unexpected rep
e her medication, she begins
e townsfolk. We’ll see she gets the a
ad gathered herself together. There was a ce
,coupled with an imploring gaze. That look
the eye. “She has asked to visit h
at I would rehse a lady’s request. If you
me as a host, I must

i o w sorceresses had been harried-by the Temple o
er whom I had faced down at the door. At one point d
ng tug of a spell being cast. Maes’ pursuers had cast
uld an~7oneleave mv villa. They were going n
Ct

th

effected her escape only through
mpted from the villa would assure
the others of Isis captive. We could no
Id be detected. In spite of this, we hatched

rought in a goat and a few chickens to
d honoring my given word as would a
pel1 was already affecting how I thou
the animals after the sun came up, using
es and myself into the ether discorpo
o watched over us. Maes gave the
r a moment to attend to his co
ps and Wands. Finally, I unrav
nsional Portal from the est
sent mv bodv forth to i

distress I immediately-kicked, hard, to the side o
istol and clapped it to the kidnev of the other, wh

From him, under the Eleusinian enchantment of Detect Lies, we obtained the directions to

ent. Maes approached the farmhou
She had a natural grace a

oor was barred, I levitated

ce and was holding up his trousers with one ha

magickal anesthesis, had acquired many cuts and nvo broken bones whic
opted to abandon the farm. We found a cache of gold sequestere
e the farmer and his wife coin equal to thrice the

cing with M
id that I was likelyto be pursued by the Temple of Ra, for they are
wished, I could go to the New World and take refuge with her p
of Canada. This I eventually did, thou
areless in my application of spells from different Orde
was able t o piece together my true identity. I do know
practice of unraveling, quite forgetting
goat and couple of chickens.
ut I’d make all the Sam

with feathers, scarabs
passementerie. Reyo
Egyptian costume there

of St. Boniface in strongly-Catholic countries, and

Sisterhood of Sekhmet

can remember.
authority. A subset of this

o practice hermetic rites
their favorite oppressed
members have frequently been the subject of newspaper scandal, the socially exalted members who are the Order's main source
of funds rarely appear in such reports. Their principal Chapterhouses are in Miinchen and Dublin,
though not in their namesake city. Their most public events are rituai theater performances designed to

are nurses

f Eden and cradle of th
cism with the pseudo
mitation of the physiolo

t was with a heavy heart that I watched Maes, accompanying the

o

Order, take her leave of me. I had grown unreasonably fond of her
time, and I regretted the underhanded means in which I interrogated her
her order. Although she was unaware, still I felt the need to make amends.
Such are the burdens which we carry on our travels; see to it that you have none.
I had a thought to go to Egypt. I had a desire to learn more about the culture fro
which the League of Isis sprang, and perhaps join an Order of some sort
tainly caused the Temple of Ra some anger, and the last place where the)
was toward their stronghold. This in the end I
ment of a small group of scruffi Greek fishermen.
The heat in Cairo was less oppressive than I
empty at each of the five prayers the Moham
ce irritating to my classical education and compelling to
true appreciation of it some
an endlessly entertaining pastime, and a small and unthinlcing choice I made which greatly altered
again the course of my life.
In the bazaar I met anothe
re
recognized also the marks of my many travels, both past and future, for he was
He approached me warmly, telling me of a French expeditio
ership of Gaspard Janequin, with the intent of proving or di
Burton-Speke expedition, over which, in Paris as well as Lon
It seemed as good a venture as any, and a great deal more
in need of additional magickal power (I knew not how tru
I might chronicle the adventure here, but it has already
nd the expedition grueling physically, although until<
such travail, I am the better man for it. I passed the
Prosperan, and sharing knowledge with him. For which
of the expedition, I was quite informally inducted as a
into the Cups and Wands, for no other reason than he thought it curio
Certain events are not covered completely in Jane
them here. Toward the abrupt end of the miss
who had taken us for enemies. The editors of Jane
African savagery. It is not true. In reality, it was o
We had found the lake which Speke had di
wished to name Jean d'Arc. At the same time, we found, in the form o
the people of IGng Angola. Students of geograp
the Burton-Speke expedition such difficulties. Many of our expedition
they greeted us, if with some air of superiority, warmly. It seems that King
people to be somewhat more congenial after the incidents during Spelte's
Burton has, I have been told, been taciturn up
One of the warriors, while we stood ab
our soldiers. This, the Prosperan told me after
dier, however, drew great offense at the so
unconscious. A fray ensued, in which our fir
Some of the Afi-icans escaped (we had n o desire to hunt them down
to us). The surviving warriors we cared for
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tribesmen. The soldicr made great

In hindsight, we made a grave
icking, they would see we were
them stop. Or perhaps they th
The warrior on the ground began to tlwash about as though in a seiz
learn, possessed). His flailing hands fell upon stones, seized them, and stru
brow. Though the sound c
appeared upon his forehead.
collected by the rest. They
immediately fell gravely ill.
ly would have intervened at this stage.
The AtEicans repeated
shaking. At twilight, after
them. Though the Prosperan and I gave our best efforts, we could
dying. At dawn, the posse
l~7wvllite. The others mu
who’d ordered their bondage. Upon seeing this, he added blindfolds. Then
heads to follow his footsteps in spite of the blindfolds, he added earplu
More African tribesmen arrived that evening. We could hear their
the darkness. They did n
to fall ill. We sent emiss
all, the &onted warri
campfire upsetting a 1
along with another
of the cursed in their fevers. During the night, someone secretly bayoneted
all except the possessed one, whom, apparently, he did not dare to approach
In the wee hours of the morning, it was obvious our magick was to
own and in agony, gave me his log book, and as
always assumed, for he no longer could speak co
the waters. As the

On the far shore of the lake, I
past Angola’s warriors. I recognize
his own more vi
viding them with my sorcerous abilities (which they had just seen as I aro
changing form of a fish-man), they guided me back to civilization and tau
which we had Seen used against us.

The enchantment of Twe Beari
e called Dactyls in

reliably linked to

direction. The inverse of this spell,
always puts one on the wrong cour

stic sorcery. While

solitary in their

hearing the same range. Footsteps

e, the original of which was w~itter

e but slender book, sheathed

is not also a Secret.

er, it’s more than a school of magiclc
of life. Order organiza
revolves around

ow, as well as his

accoutrements.

which incorporated
y there is some flexi

erate severity; he ca
either be cut nor b
African societies co

against other tribes

might have lingered on the Mediterranean coast of Africa, b
thought of remaining so close to Egypt even as long as it had
in Greece. Plus, I had in my hand a parcel for delivery, s
through the serene Nile Delta and boarded a ship at Alex
Second Empire. Marseilles, to be specific, which, had not

I found the Gentlemen’s Club which had sponsored the ill-fated expedition
person whom I chanced to ask for directions not only spoke perfe
ble), but was also a club member by the name of Savion Pelletier

facing us, but each set of four acted in perfect unison: They did not hgue
each multiplied fi-om the same time
They and I all looked at each 0th
and cold-cocked one of the mages of Ra.His four renditions collapsed to the g

ty seconds at most, we had done with them. We
to explain their failure would be a far more serio
was no ordinary spell misfire.”

day, with the intent of seeking Maes in the New World.

Thus it was not long before I made the acquai

being shown the ship’s worki

unconvincing, but decided to let it pass.
mass would make her st

“Civilization shall pr

ever came

embarrassingly extreme, and had exiled

I located Dorien Phdias and we discussed the magicks available to us. A plan, such as it was, was

g into the winds above us, feeling
ny living tree, I called the Druid

Eisemadler, and secon

divided a vast inheritanc

what awful mixture they contained, th
had combined the science of explosives

ht, following her untrue course. We w

Member, “as the roads of fate shall bring us together.” That oath, at least, I kept.
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es those with the
the parties have each en

fellow travelers, relations

does he have innumerable

In large towns like London and Reriin,
between opposing Orders take place all

Brandenburg! To your staff

A -
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the world, the Jester’s Guild is also
variously as the Society of
The Fivesquare of Capricious Coinciden
Grand Order of Murphy, arid the Hallowed
blazons are legion as well, in
,three jugglmg balls a m
angle, eight arrows radiating outward,
to mention. Somehow, despite thes
blazons, members can usually reco

find of like min

OWI

generally a stodgy lot.
when members have
been blamed for eve
trivial. Furthermore

The Mobius Scroll
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no Grand Masters. You either belong, or j7ou don’t.
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s I arrived in New York City, I was amazed at the bustle of this American town.

and speak of them with small disdain. In truth they

an counterparts. Either Bismarck ~ ~ d d nlast
’ ta day
e runningeverything with the complete support of th

forced to pay a penalty and join the Grand Order of the Freemasonic Lodge,

of the builcfing by some sort of Freemasonic bailiff.

I posted a letter to Maes, wherein I a

Then one of die papers blew into my hand. My heart stopped
when I saw what it was: a page fiom my own memoirs, and this the
section which dealt with my joining the Ill
I had been compromised; the Freemasons, their suspicions aroused
my rapid progress, had pilfered n y luggage in search of niy hidde
secrets, and my accounts had at last been revealed to all. There was n
doubt now that they would come for me,
the hated and rebellious Illuminati, as well
d most darkly An I1
roll, not ending with mine
d trunk shut, leaving se
manuscript to lie fillow in the gutter, there to be disco
rs. The missing pages I reconstructed fiom in
weeks. They were largely no great loss. I lek
ed a hansom, and fiom there began to make
I learned later that my likeness appeared in
very dangerous criminal to be apprehended
the so-called Savile Manuscript attained such
r been published. S
r you a valuable an
edgeable sorcerer. But this was not one such time.
O n a slightly different plane, word of my journ
ading-began to spread amon
ver struck so much terror over so much o f t h e worl
the sorcerers; the manuscript was what obsessed them. Wce any o
piece of rumored, but unseen, Lore, it acqui
a desirability beyond the dreams of mortal avarice.

and hence I opted t
her birthplace in
of crossing the Twenty Nations, and swo
to be broken that I
magicli I found most intimidating
ting company, and her presence
gh nature of our transportation but a minor inconvenience. Fro
we gradually descended
ventually travel on foot before we
her people. I, who many say have
bones, must admit that at this time
eriod of relative solitude had come
r companions mixed
myself content with
out a planned itinerar
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“little practical value.

17er mind an insubstantial Benevolent Society
I spoke awhile with the museum proprie
was a typical Yankee tinkerer with machine

parts and drawings. He was certainly n o

it to

commercial vdue.

I wished him we

ated in the interest of agri

HEREBY
LICENSES

and was instru-

interested reader

Bonapartist sorcerors.)
Having achieved such a
tion-and knowing well that
not surprisingly determined
attempt to amend the Con

Chartered Order.

OF THE

RIGHTAND HOGRABLE
ORDER OF

TUNING TO HIS ORDER. WHICH T f E
MIS LICENSE
IS A FEIDNYOFFENSE

remain less rigidly enforce
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when American
women obtain the

instances where they are ignored.

The form in which a sorcerer might snub an

Sometimes a sorcerer’s
hospitality may amount to
.._
- .
110 murc man a nay iorc
and a loaf of stale bread-a
pittance, true, but lodging
enough on a cold and rainy
-1.

odds, the Temple of Ra
and the Druids work conand the Golden Dawn has
earned itself a healthy share
of oppoiients by its very
nature. One might assume
that loyalty to Magiclc itself
would transcend these
rivalries, ,and in fact it does

oft used as an excuse to

White
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As ~n any organized endeavor, not all Sorcerous Orders get along with each other.
Although eveN Order mes to maintain a state of neutralittywth other Orders, some inevitably
e m s p e d fiendship or h u e d . Below is a lisdng of the major Orders, who they are especialIv hendlv with.and who tho,. are emcidlv
hostile to.
.
Order
Friendly With
Bavarian Illuminati (BI)
Cabinet of Cups &Wands (CCW) All
Carrefour de la Tour Rouge (CF)
GD
WL
Daughters ofLemuria (DL)
Druidic Temple (DT)
FH, PL
Eleusinians (E)
Foursquare of Harlech (FH)
DT, PL
Freemasons (F)
GD, FUS
Freemasons (United States) (FUS) E, GD, SB, T
LI. OCT
Garden ofFragrant Consciousness(GFC) All Oriental Orders
Golden Dawn (GD)
MHT
BI
Jester’s Guild (JG)
All
Au
Ladies’ Sewing Circle, Marching
and Chowder Society (US) F
FUS
League of Isis (LI)
TR
Mighty Hand ofTezcatlipoca(MHT) GD
sos
SB
Order of Cassandra (OC)
Order of Cthonian Time (OCT)
TR
Order of Prospero (OP)
DT
Order of the Golden Mean (OGM)
GD
Pipestone Lodge (PL)
DT, FH
Path of the Spuit World (PSW)
DT
St. Boniface (SB)
oc
CF, GD, MHT,
Sisterhood of Sekhmet ( S S )
TR
Steps of the Sun (SOS)
GD, MHT
Temple of Ra (TR)
WL
Templars (T)
CF,GD, MHT, 15w $OS
SB,
Wav of Liquid Breath (WLB)
OGM
Way of Rock (WR)
All
None
White Lodge (WL)
DL
TR
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join the mob against their
bitter foes, biit more often
the17 malce an unexpected
departure as the mob
arrives at the door. Most

one made in such
ner so as to cause

“I’m very sorry, sirrah, but
I have already sequestered

my meager otXces cannot
avail you at this time. I

I

L

S

wanted them out.

much later be hio

e Roclcy Mountains of Canada.

“So Onaiii \vent to die mtwc wizards, and he said-I believe humbly, which w;ts another new thing
for him-that he wanted to ask the spirits of this place i f h s peoplc could live here. The tribe‘s wimds
a g e d that it was a decision onlv the spirits could make, and they smoked a pipe to show that they all

And one spring night, as Maes and I sat looking out over the placid wa

THEFOUQQUARJ

complete, a tall hedge of impen

improvisational art.
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IlldLLCl

mtlemanlv orofessional
Bavarian Illuminati
Cabinet of Cups &Wands

orcery itseit--Is more
nportant than any par-

Carrefour de la Tour Rouge
Dau$ters of Lmuria
Druidic Temple

nll usually be lodged in
he Chapterhouse or

J C l d l SLdLLLS,

a N’t-alICl)l

4ember’s posh guest
3om may be considred more appropriate
ian a plainer room at
ie Chapterhouse with-

ig to convenience and
atus. For a Guest of
o special importance,

room at a “fiill” hotel.
m,
ine n o m pay ror tne
>om; gentlemen d o
ot quibble over money
L such cases.)
It is not appropriate
penly to ask another
1

r

,

Eleusinians
Foursquare of Harlech
Freemasons
Freemasons (United States)
Garden of Fragrant Consciousness
Golden Dawn
Illuminated Sisters of Bayreuth
]ester’s Guild
Ladies’ Sewing Circle, Marching
and Chowder Sodety
League of Isis
Mighty Hand of Tezcatlipoca
Order of Cassandra
Order of Cthonian Time
Order of Prosper0
Order of the Golden Mean
Path of the SpiritWorld
Pipestone Lodge
St. Boniface

Sisterhrd of Sekhmet
Steps of the Sun
Temple of Ra
Templars
Way of Liquid Breath
Way of Rock
White Mge

Augsburg, Miinchen, Nuremburg
Berlin, London, New York, Paris, San
Francisco, Vienna
Legendre Plantation in French West
Indies, New Orleans
Paris, Vienna
Brittany, England, Northern German
Kingdoms, Ireland, Massachusetts,
Scandanavia,Wales
London, Berlin, St. Petenburg, San
Francisco, Washington D.C.
Cymru Newydd
Berlin, London, Paris
New York City, Richmond, Washington D.C.
Peking, Taipei
Berlin, London
Dublin, Miinchen
No h e d Chapterhouses.
New York City, Washington D.C.
Alexandria,Athens
Chichen Itza
London, Paris, Vienna
Berlin, London, Paris, Wales
No fixed Chapterhouses. Found world-wide.
Miinchen, Nuremburg, San Francisco
No h e d Chapterhouses. Found in Africa,
No h e d Chapterhouses. Found in the Twenty
Nations Confederation.
Fort Worth, London, New York City, Paris,
Rome, San Francisco
Cairo, London, Paris
Chichen Itza
Berlin, Cairo, London, Monte Carlo, Paris
Annapolis, Edinburgh, El Paso, London
Hong Kong, Peking, San Francisco
The Temple of Rock,China
Vienna

LOO imporeanr co De
allowed to break down.

Yrospero, who have no

a n u rne srorm-ic

nwen

lthough my time with the New Welsh was relaxing and thoroughly enjoyable, I felt
always that I was a bit of a stranger. Perhaps it is my New Europan upbringing
and natural theatrical bent toward strong emotional appeals, but after two years,
I had hoped to be referred to as a “friend” by someone, anyone, instead of just an
“acquaintance.” Too, I felt an odd tension building between Maes Glyn Dwr and
myself, a distance, and one which I had no hope of alleviating, so I bade my
farewell.
red cutting straight west through the Rockies, bu
was late in the summer. I liaa n o wish to risk a winter storm. Nei.

choice, and they instructed in

to the native trib
tlers they would lose them, thev called o n the spirits of the territory. The spirits’ response was to
e fEom the Mississippi in the East to the Bear Flag Re
and Mexico. Along the border are native towns, wher

are to the land or its cr
be intercepted almost
about the spirit pro

the spirits set the rules.
After saying goodby
map would be the forty

what I say.”
I felt a d

s, and mv

“Who killed you?” I said to the ghost.
setting sun. Without my staff I cannot even walk to the Land of the Dead.”

you Walls West Man. You are welcome here.”
At the nest new moon,

ducted into the Great Pipestone

two different nations; but

Iars in gold for my apprehension, I liked them even more.

Magick is, of course,

forms of known animals or people (the

The symbol of the Order is Thunde

Remember, too,how much

e) gifts one with cleverness
“On Spiiit Combat” (see next page).
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al form if their Etherealness ability is Excellent or better.
The dtimate sanctum of a group of sorccrers almost

ers are in fact

their Achilles’ heel

sY m PATH ET1C
pathetic Magick works on

to the spellcasting,with the idea being that part of a thing
contains the information necessarv to extrapolate the

me in the subject’s blood, yoii would

from childhood to adulthood. It IS at the culmination of
such ceremonies that the True Name is bestowed; it is

MAG^ c K

d1

It

THEMAIIYPATHS

In the scholastic wadi

of the Earth who
hninan host duri

e this tradition

rnal source through the use of meditatlon and willpo
difficulty is in maintaining w u (satori in Japanese),

clition are the ancient
tradition are the Jedi

idea that the t
tions are focuse
Shamanistic sorce
bitants still have a

John G. Neihardt

f magickal reality by

power during sex (their equivalent of concen
and weaw it into themselves much tike Chi

r design, has been told elsewhere. Now the house where
stairwell leading Lip

I h e w somctliing of Necromancy. T l ~ r is
c a spell that will return these poor things to

“I am their master,” Legendre said, quite calmly.

be. Step to your righ

with Sazeracs and a plate of cold meats and picldes. Legeiidre tore into the food; so did I. We both

me, he was holding

erbox pistol. He invited me to discard my own Remington and sword-

is another potential member. He has also impressed me with his courage and ingenuity. How

through; a good sharp hcli would open tlie door.

suggesting we gang up on him?”

n in France as le cunad s’axesoiv.”
the last thing I ever didn’t hear-and

then die ma1

a fancy vest, and a long cloak. He had bright, merry eyes and bristling cav

o attract Gover

n. Andamo explained that Legendre had, a few days earlier, a
Consul in New Orleans, and was threatening a fate considerab

he sudden swing of the

tliat was anyhng but modest. I had seen many awful tlklgs before tliat night, and have seen a

them, and was now fleeing u
at a landmg to pull a hand

I x e m t f i e . ~ m ~ w ? t l ~ a r e s ~ sed
~

CemZinI awe tiim my /?fG amfIGecleve my

p a m r e r d s a y tfie same. The namaoes

I drew power, shaped it into the

ter
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are after is personal

ivory. Engraved on the sMls are the following spells.

undead infortun
material component,
beetle is charmed to follow a certain in&

same process as

creatures can take

THEAII~MATEDDEAD

at least one ttUng that

will undo their unnahird emtence and

Infem'on:Anyone bitten by a vamptr, eve

fifi L)I-ain:Vampirs draw their
cncrgv of their prey. This is essen

it per dav Vanipirs without
nything but >vat For prey to

and the fundies ofthe

Screaming Skull5 are
thq dwelt in while alive. T

vever, now the skull w i l l ne\
wll befall the liouse until it is

sustenance it needs.
Sensc Life: Screanung
a h n g being, within
move thenisclveq around by gliding or r o h g

influence the c o w
n is a g o d example

e

Hvzg

way places %dl sit in one place drming ambient TE
“cold spots”, lacking the enere to do anything but

the Law, and eventually I should have to abuse their friendship, or they

bounty hunter after my
fe, a slull I learned in th

an artefact that could transform me
but destruction.
been ordered to retre
began at once to supervise reconstruction.
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' I EZCATLIPOCA

pires, extracting tribute
Empire in its warrior age, when sacrifice
del Toro had a similar, if less historical
zcatlipoca is the name of on

to acquire extra tha
owever, if the same

Steps of the Sun. Both were certai
ance: An oval of polishe

moves at the operators' &ill.
History and Lore: The Mir
active in daylight,
those who
. half-jaguar beasts of demonic power, who will fight under th
aguars return to human form, though few survive this. Operated in full
who stand before the mirror become smoke-pale wraiths whose touch causes the victim t
of superhuman courage may survive); the wraiths are destroyed by the touch of sunlight

America-the
Mayan, the Aztecan, the
Xncan, as well as those that no longer survive
in any known form-of c o m e has its own sorcerers
and traditions. The Steps of the S L derives
~
fi-om
the now-vanished Olniec culture. No one, native or
New Europan, seems to know just what happened
to the Ulmecs, though thcy left many stone artifacts
(notably, carved heads the size of carriages).
When Europans think of Mesoamerican sorcery,
they inevitably turn to thoughts of human sacrifice.
There was, unquestionably, a great deal of this;
thousands died on the stone pyramids. The
Aztecan5 believed that if the gods were not
appeased with a steady flow of blood, the sun would
not rise the next day. The more Mayan culture has
been studied, and its documents translated, the
more it appears that painhl physical mutilations and
death were an integral part of it; the only comment
that can be made here is that these things were not
arbitrary, and certainly not meaningless. They were
of vital importance to the people who did them.
The question, of course, is whether sacrifice
continues in the 1800’s. The answer seems to be
that it does, but to a vastly lesser degree than in
prior eras. A single voluntecr will be sacrificed a t
specific ritual times: on the cquinoxes and solstices,
and when it is decided necessary to make a special
offering to the gods (as to end a long drought).
The symbol of the Order is a step pyamid
against a solar disk. Their ritual garments are cloth
robes ornamented with embroidery, gold, and
bright feathers; for the highest rituals, robes made
entirely of feathers may bc worn.
The Book of the Wind and Rain
History & Secret Knowledge: A scroll of
reed paper, wound on rods of solid gold, written
and illustrated in brilliant colors. Hear the Wznds
(sa)
is a weather-prediction spell. Speak t o the Sky
(Sei) summons weather over a limited area.
Enterin8 the Chamber (44) is the spell cast before
a human or animal sacrifice, to properly consecrate it to the gods.
The Ascent of the S&
History & Secret Knowledge: This “book”
is in the form of quipu, strands of knotted cords,
a form used since ancient times to carry messages. It deals with practical magicks of city con-

(@), cast on a person or

(6+j allows the design and construction of efficient stone walls-not just pyramids, but retaining walls and roads.
Blood of Naaud
History & Secret Knowledge: The Centr
Americans have a strong belief that all people
possess a napa2, or guardian spirit animal. One
receives a nagual at birth, an
so that both share the same
arc actually manifestations of the s
that if one dies, the other dies. AI1 peoples in
Central and South America have versions of this
book; the Aztec version of this book is entitled
__Tonal Footprints.
The spells contained in this work
communication with, fi
tion into one’s nagual.
allows telepathic co
nappal. WZlzd5 Blow t o
individual to determine
health of, his nagual. (hzenes5 with NapaZ(8+)
physically transforms the spell caster i
type of animal as his nagual. He re
intellect, and gains aU the abilities of

M ESOAMER~CAIICHAUCTER_S

M

esoamerican Dramatic Characters hce a
challenging role in the Great Game.
Venturing fi-om their holdings in the Yucatan
and other remote places of Mexico and South
America, they venture out into a world dominated by New Europans, by the very people
who tried to destroy the Aztecs and who view
them as bloodthirsty heathens.
The largest social stigmas the
Mesoamerican must deal with are his outlandish manners, and ifhe is a sorceror, he must
also deal with the New Europan prejudice
against blood s a d c e , which Mesoamericans
rely on to drive their large rituals (see pg. 94).
Explaining to a local constable exactly why that
street urchin had to be sacrificed to save Britain
should prove to be interesting.

arce more than a new

the Strangers’ Roo

othing of the inhabi
diverse knowledge o

rning point of our

The knowledge granted to

The membership is not, of course,

most magicians. There
put themselves at haz

A major hazard to co

hou& a y d s stay only began to meal the wonders of Chichen 1- I
never quite codortable &ere. T tried to undastan
Aztecancr, but I could never reconcile
untary. I told Jade Eyes of my
me well and that was that, th
and provisions. Desiring to avoid Texas, and the wanted
moved on into Mexico, towards El Paw, and ultimately
Once over the bordcr into the Rear Fla
ing with the antic reputation of thcir Emperor. I saw the renowned No
through San Juan de Capistrano, and the occasion was indeed memorabl
found it commonplace, and other readers wctuld find it unbeli
Once in San Francisco, I quickly madc the acquaintance o
to be Emperor Norton’s personal secretary, with whom I shared some of that
and some travelers' tales. I learned lore fiom him that fcw sorcerers imagine,
repeat would further enhance his reputation. Rut now I turn
ety of the “Barbary Coast”, back to matters of sorcery-and some dark
The Chinese, I had learned in my diverse studies, had hi
ing-not just herbals and medicines, but actual magckal
Francisco to have a substantial Chinese community, and set forth to find
might be willing to discuss it with me, perhaps even teach me some of the c
overly optimistic of a white man, but I assumcd the worst I c
face. It would become far more complex than that.
After many weeks wandering the Chinese quarter, I acquired a sore ba
and a large knowledge of Chincsc cxprcssions for “Go away.” Then, on
met Hua Rong, who told me that his last apprentice had
consider taking me as a replacement-unpaid, natwally, and with a proba
my worth and sincerity.
For the next three months I proved my worth by cleaning Hua
pect it was not his apprentice that had died, but his scullery maid,
piece of glassware that my alchcmical knowledge told m
nothing, however, but a bit of Mandarin and a smaller
spared the distraction of doing his own shopping.
One day, returning fiom the rnarkct, I found a white woman waiting
shop. That she was waiting outside alerted me to trouble, as the shop
business.
Trouble there was. Hua Rong lay sprawled dead in the hallway. My acute
ruled out natural causes, as there were fivc biiUet holes
The house had been searched, though my cycs and
The woman, who had waitcd patiently while I did all this, now said,
apprentice?”
“Indeed SO,” I lied, though I knew of n o other claimants to the title.
‘‘I am called Thysa. For an apprentice you are unusuaLly skilled.”
I made a noncommittal sound, but she said, “No,
we must talk.” She touched the ornate pendant she wore. I had overlooked
mc Californian ornament, but now recognizcd that it was the blazon of the
Mean. “Rut not here. Can you lock up afkr us?”
Nothing had been said of the police. If Thysa had
about unless she wished to kiU me as wcll, and shc had had ample chance to do that.
“By all means,’’ I said, “let us talk.”

e quarter. Ttiysa hailed a cab. I asked how far we were going for our
ime and Fly from Evil.”

o do with Chinese herbalism?”
e for me. A special committee of the Calde

and very powerfid defense. A magickal o
ave one.” She pointed at the Golden Gate. “We can
77

’s

and a reference to a small logging town north of San F

‘Wonderfid Fine Witchcraft Tea.’ N

e end ofncxt month. Do
g. But please try to get us the Tea.” She stood u

When I rehirned, tliere ~ 7 a sa card on the shop
to religious matters Hua Rong would be unavailab
been neatlv removed, but nothing else wa. touched.
formula for Wonderhl Witchcraft Tea.
The following day, a letter arrived bearing a Seattle
was bilingual, but the letter was entirely in Chinese. Hua Rong's groce
terms, and he translated the characters for me.
HdUnCl;?,

~ f t m ~ s o l i m n y e a$stud$
rs
Iriave c;onore6oufam&~
I w o u r a&imsfm &ir aid I am now hpib m.@daca

Hua Tien arrived the day after his letter. He showed no emotion at

ther coincidence or luck.

steps I could to keep my word to Tliysa.
On the second of the following month, a f d battle squadron

uously on how fine a view it offered.
The officer in command was watching the Marin headlands acros
feel the pull of sorcery. I turned back to the camera obscwa, which was focused on
vessel, a steam-powered forty-gun ship ofthe line. We could clearly read her nam

The rcst of the American fleet scattered, making fi-anticallyfor the open sea. Two of them collided in the confusion, but veered apart and kept going. Shorc batteries harried
Cortador Madera was not triggered again.
“What a d----nable foolishness,” Thysa said suddenly and loudly, causing the
cer to blush. “They must have been terribly confident they had disabled us.”
“Naturally, madam,” I said. “Their agent has been working long days supplying yo
less potion.”
Thysa stared hard at me. Hua Tien cycd me curiously, but stood at ease. As c
said, “Hua Rong’s ‘nephew’ appeared too convcnicntly, and his habits in the la
of a New Europan university, not a traditional herbalist. The stug in the barrels
”

With perfect placidity, “Hua Tien” said, “Then why, 0 Expositor of
less liquid so efficacious?”
“Because every time I delivered a cask to the magazine, I Transposed its co
Hua Rong’s barrels in storage. I suggest that the Golden Mean immed
against a repetition of the trick.”
Pistols were drawn on Hua Tien. “Ah,” he said, “as Mstress Thysa has s
“Well done, Rodolfo,” said Thysa, apparently overlooking the fact that
for the best part of three \;veeks.
“Rodolfo!” said Hua Tien. “Rodolfo! Pah! He’s Louis-Philippe de M
that, that muv is Anthony Su9ile.f”
The Sorceror’s pistols swung to cover me. Quickly I faced my accuser.
And I made for mv escape in the confusion that followed.
Since I knew the Chinese distanced themselves fi-om those of New Euro
them. The elder Chinaman was apparently impressed with my earlier discretion. He procured Hua
Rong’s book of recipes from his apartments and gave it to me, asking that I r
ly in China. To expedite this, he also gave me a contact name and location, bo
that I would return the book, and, had fate not intervened, I would have done so. He als
to me rare English translations of the alchemical teachings of his Order, which, tragically, I lost
soon thereafter. Rut of future events I knew nothing as I slipped onto a merchant vessel and away.

cumstances to be‘confilsed with the Golden
Dawn) are a relatively modern Order, who
their inspiration from the ancient mathematician hhagoras, and &e Age of
er classical source was a cvlt of
highly secretive and long extinct
(at least, publicly) ofwhich little is known today.
The present Order was founded in 1689 in
Niirnberg by a group of clockmakers, toyinakers,
and firearms designers (overlapping profesians in

there, but its i n i n operations
Francisco. The Order stands by th
ick is but another science, and sh
as such, in conjunction with other, less esot
ences. Their pec&
and good old Victorian invention is
their Chapterhouses. They sport such amenities as
sFeciallJ’ located P
roorns via
~urnmonthe ~ n ‘ a n t not
s bY ringing a bell, but by
continued n

causing a magickal light to glow whlerever the servants may be (the color of the light tejs which room
has summoned them).
The Golden Mean operates under a speaal charter Eon1 Bear Flag Emperor Norton I, who is
delighted and fkiinated by their inventions and
grandiose plans, and has in return been made an honorary, nonvoting Member. The Niiniberg Chapter
has considered extending the same honor to King
has so fBr rehined. This IS partly due to
of the King’s unstable “old self’, but
mainly it if from the not unreasonableworry that the
King would demand they relocate to Miinchen.
ng resented the removal of their

(the order prefers this term,
in KPatent Office”-to
years of lagging behind its
North American counterpart, begun to rapidly
advance, due to its nearness to the birthplace of Engine
mbers insist that they have
gick fbr Centuries, though
this is understood to be a way of upholding the
a brmal claim (ofprimacy.
ere are two Gctions, known as
Engineers. The Architects are
e construction of large perma, bridges, fortresses, Cities of
ow. The Engineers prefer to design machines
,locomotives, weapons.
two groups is normally quite
c joking is common. It is a
Order that all well designed
, must work together. The
Golden Mean’s idea of Paradisewould probably look
’s Exposition of the year 1940!
e Order is the diagram of the
Pythagorean Theorem-a right triangle with squares
constructed from its faces. For rinds, Architect
man toga, wtth color and
dicating rank, and a goldas a wand of Master rank.
a Greek chiton (tunic) and
a leather tool belt, For secondary decoration,
Architects use arches of various designs (round,

(non-magickal,ho&
t$
it would certainly be useful in
Engine Magick). GeodeSiw(6+)can establish the most
efficient shape and location for structural elements,
allowing the design of efficient bridges and weapons,
particularly melee weapons. (A sword or bow designed
using this discipline would probably seem magickal to
the casual observer.) %&n5 (S+) can support unfinished or collapsing structures. Grease (84), and its
inverse, &t are enchantments that respectively
smooth and jam the workings of machinery.
Urbi et Orbi
History & Secret Knowledge:A book of magicks related to the design of cities, originally written
by Marcus Fabricius, a Roman engineer of the
Augustan period. It considers a city as a kind of living orwism, subject to ‘‘diseases and distempers”,
and its spells are mainly analytical-actually fixing a
water or traffic problem requires physical construction. n e Aqueous Level (44)deals with hydraulics,
both plumbing and drainage. The Path of hast
Resicance ( 4 4 )analyzes traffic flows. n e House in
Repose ( 4 4 )is used on large static structures, either
man-made (buildings) or natural (caves and hills).
The book Megapolisomancv,by the Order renegade Thibaut de Castries, is reputed to be a “dark
side” version of this work.
Handbook of the Marjckal Sciences (2nd Ed)
History & Secret Knowledge: This book, published by the Chapterhouse in Niimberg, is a compilation of Lore from various scraps found throughout the centuries, as well as a lot of specific spells (see
Appendix D) devised by past Masters. The Lore
which allows the
includes Elemental Conts.01(W),
manipulation of select aspects of a single element, be
it temperature, magnetism, shape, or whatever. This
spell would allow one to build a steam engine, the
boiler ofwhich would be perpetually hot, as it would
draw upon the ambient heat in the surrounding air.
It would also allow the construction of a super magnet by channeling the Earth‘s magnetic field. Hands
ofthe Clock (84,)causes g e m or springs to move
constantly throughout the duration of the spell (as
long as there is available thaumic energy in the area),
or cease their movement. Hamnonious Disconance
( 8 4 ) , cast upon a magickal device, impedes the
development of magickal harmonics. Earth Pomer
(104)is a recent addendum, penned by a Druid and
a Native American Shaman who joined the Golden
Mean. It deals with drawing and channeling power
out of Ley Lines in the ground, and converting this
magickal energy into the form you desire (magnetism, electricity, etc.).
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the Chinese ideograms for Way, Liquid, and Breath.
There is no t e h g the age of the Order, for it
concern itselfwith history or prestige; it only c o c
with its craft. The organization of
although members know many
or in neighboring towns.
Chapterhouses beyond private
heard of them. Instead, mdimduals, liiends, or sometimes
famihes pracnce their craft and pass on their h o d e d g e to

\Vise One (Master). At some point after that, qhe receives
the instnictions for the Gold Cup Test. Whenever she

1

Water of Fire

patch of glue which will hold anything stuck
UniiwsaZAcid (12Wr) contains an extremely p

Master (equivalent to a Grand Master).

onginals must have come &om.
Balance of Inner Integrity
History & k e t Knowledge:
Iore that is the basis for the Order’s he

Lwcause $he walks into one, he will

(or deprive the drinker of same). P&icaL Hairnony ( 1 2 0 )
cures the drinker of all manner of physical ills and diseases.

another person, usually by
The most unsavory bit of ar

that Control, Confuse or

rently than conven-

ired, a completely new potion formula

e intoxicated for an h

ut temporary) efkect.
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brushes only. No more.

These rules, he said,

that he said the g d s would
tiation were yet possible, bu

--

sei. I-purchased fkdstuffs for myself, paid my fees, and embarked with no
small dread. Would the Shark God return? I hoped not. And,
remainder of the voyage to Cathay was delightfully uneventful.
My heart quickened as we disembarked in Cathay. I held tight rein on my
as I felt ten thousand suspicious Oriental eyes alight upon my Caucasian
moved with as much grace as I could muster down the gangway (I must admit to
seasickness) and dove into thc throngs of the wharf, my head bobbing above their massed black
hair like the fin of a shark. I moved straight away for the warehouse of which I had been apprised,
gratehl for its name in Roman lettering, clearly visible to all.
Inside, I found a welcome pall of fine tobacco smoke. Immediately I felt myself relieved, and
breathed deeply of the odor and the companionable noise. I surveyed my surroundings. Quick
appraisals are the watchword of the survivor. The workers, and apparently the proprietor, were
Chinese. The kont room held about a dozen tables, most of which were occupied by faces from
across New Europa, and a few kom Africa and the Americas. At these tables they gambled, drank,
bragged, and swore. They were, by their demeanor, rough and roguish sailors of some experience. None seemed abaft at the sudden appearance of a well dressed gentleman at the door, and
at that I assumed that I indeed had received proper direction from my last acquaintance.
At the rear of the room was a makeshift bar, behind a long counter. It was here that I inquired
as to the disposition of Lin Yu Tsong. I was directed up a long flight of stairs, which, without the
benefit of a balustrade, ascended to the upper level of rooms found along one wall of the warehouse. The noise of the stairs was such that I involuntarily recalled the incident in Mr. Craike’s
apartments. (Little is as disconcerting as seeing your own body lying dead and bloodied. I hoped
such an incident would not again repeat itself.)
Readily finding the proper room, I knocked politely. After repeating the knock,
answer. I tried the latch. It was not secured, and so I moved to make myself we1
when to my surprise I saw Lin Yu Tsong seated at a chaise across the room. I paused in my step.
He sat in a slouch most unbecoming a man of his girth, and my initial reaction was to assume
that he had succumbed to a seizure of some sort, a tremor of the heart or brain. His hce belied
this, however. H e had n o marks of strain, and his eyes burned fiercely at a spot on the rug. It
I became apparent that he had fallen into a brown study. I set my walking stick down rather sharply,
and cleared my throat most loudly. At this, he raised his eyes slowly to look at me.
I explained to him my adventures in San Francisco and since. While I no longer had Hua
Rong’s book of recipes, I at least had his story, of what he had done in America and how he had
met his end. I’d hoped that his story, and mine of how I came to lose his book, might make up
for the loss of the book itself. It did not.
“You have hiled to keep a solemn vow,’’ he said in startlingly proper English. “That is very
bad for your spirit, )’our chi, but I can help. The Hua family is greatly indebted to Six Stalks of
I Rice. They may lose face. You, Empty Hands, are indebted to the Hua family. You must help Siu
Stalks. Harmony w
i
l
l be restored, and you w
i
l
l n o longer bear the burden of failure.”
As I had no plans in particular for Cathay other than to discharge my duty (and get away from
those who hunted me in the Americas), I agreed. Thus I became known as Empty Hands, and
received introduction to Six Stalks of the Way of Rock. Had I but known-ah, but isn’t that
always the cry of mortals?
Their temple was a magnificent structure located in a forbidding mountain valley. Sharp yet
beautiful crags rose sharply all around as if. to shred the sky. This was where the Way of Rock
honed their Art. The trouble, through which I could pay my debt, was this: A Dragon had struck
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martial skills and magick
tely agreed. Then he said

uld do while the rest of the Rock kept the Dragon preoccupied.

and we took him in

he thanked us and blessed us most efhsively.
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still have power, as can one whose creators are
long gone, but which has been rediscovered by
later wizards. Also, a g
ritual place (see the dis
elsewhere) usually remains
there is power remaining, eve
else left for it to “guard.”

day‘s activity-vandalizing
hostile magic, and so o
of Thaumic energy, un
(rounded down) of its original power

involved looting, rape, mass murder, and con
gration, but that much
sarjr. Indeed, one
another’s “cleansing.

and the use of

hills to shtdy and practice. T
courses with the power of the Ro
Aspect and Thaumic Power:
lemental)

worms.

weapons, and also allows him

problem. Hcad

of R

tricks and hypnosis). It als
ority of any opposing Order. Even though the many

Chinese Orders are often at odds,they recogruw that
the balance is essential. Thus it is not impossible,
though rare, that a Grand Master of one Order may
begin to study in a second Order.
The Tablets of Rock

immovable as a chunk of granit
spell only works when the caster

sists of large, thick tablets with irregular edges, made

against a door, sed a
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r is a mystical order dong the
same lines as the Way of Rock, but
ferent focus. This order n
group of Taoist monks, and this is
Path of Water’s practices. Water emb
and yang elements,and is thus a reflectionof the Tao.
The tumbling waterfall is active, violent, and destrictive, but when it reaches the 1
becomes passive, calm, and gentle.
Though students of the P
most of their time meditating, when ne
are quite capable of practicing devastatingmartial arts
in combination with their Lore.
The Enlighteninv Pools of Water
History & Secret Knowledge:
sists of thin, delicate pages of parchme

insi

direct funn
do things
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tic. And so I departed.

lth, and the Queen, and settled back.

ed, but imagined there odd be no poi

the tale was beginning to fasc

ers provided clues, though they are never to be relied upon
or a year or mw-tell me, was it the Amazon?”
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“A shame,” he said, and then we were both quict for awhile. There was

Or if it is direct revenge you want, it is a fine dramatic night for a

And you wo~ddt%inany
he magicians of many
Utterly bewildered,
mbal cultures (not just
mc, has been
of ~ ~though
d I~ expose
,
the F*
use that term for conxnience)
practice such arts as cutting
the body without visible pain
or bleeding, simulating death,
interesting than John Clay, and far pleas
and walking barefoot on redhot coals. None of these
invol\7e actual Magick. Some
are oumght conjwing tricks,
inlrollmgspring-loaded
and the like,
Others
reqGe confidence, a strong
will, and a bit of specialized

rarely described in boolrs (at
least, not accurately).They are
generally taught directly by
the prac&oners. For many of
these, the tricks are part of a
sincere system of faith, and
they
demand the same
belief from their students.
Even those who are purelv
performers, howe\ier, prefer to
p a s the secrets to stdents
respect and tmst, rather
than S h P I Y to shop them for

them. A ~ ~ ~ i.rarCth.”
sse

I disembarked in Calcutta. The filth of the
mass of h m n d q , and strange smells a d nois
My principal disadvantage here was my left-handedness. Indi
eat with the left hand (for reasons you may read of elsewhere), at

Among New E L V O ~ ~ ~ I I S ,
most Sorcerous Orders have at
*eastOne Or
members who
are
with
Ma@c
(though they may not readilv
admit the fact). Adepts are
commonly found among
street performers, Romany
bands, and

-though these

can be

at least as hard for an outsider

sorcerors’ circles.

myself a competent thaumaturge.
Finally Chandra asked what I wished
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Societies of Harmony in the
1, L U n i t e d States and certain other
countries, will be found in all major cities;
they operate openly, unless some scandal has
brought police pressure to bear. A would-be
Mesmerist must have at least an Average
Charisma. A three-month basic course will
cost at least lOOc, more if the student loolis
able to afford it (and of course a trained
Mesmerist has wavs of getting into a subject’s pocketbook). Completing the course
successfiilly is an Average Feat of Education,
and gives the student an ability to Mesmerise
others equal to his Charisma. This may be
increased through practice, as with any other

v

G4
Do not, however, Overlo
PoSSibilioi of an apparently
tion with dreadful ConSeWen
ordinary bell-PuSh th

limitations.

Learning Falur trick
vs. the defender’s Courage. Persons in a

or suggesting mesmerism-a gold watch, a
metronome, a crystal ball-mav also increase
the victim’s susceptibility to suggestion. A
success allows the implantation of a suggesbest of his ability. This may be an immediate
action (“Get into the carriage, quietly”) or a
delaved order, to be triggered by some event
(“When vou hear St. Paul’s chime noon, you

Order).
(such as a knife

anger.
often

both

at

Performance as w
“contrary to his nature”, e.g., a person not
disposed to murder could not be ordered to
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powerful Orders, such as the Golden Dawn or the Druids,
are centered on a set of traditions that stretch back into the

invention4 dressed up in the symbolism of the past, or
sometimes real historical principles distorted beyond recogiiition hv the usual processes of Time. It is important to
understand that this dtresn’t matter. What matters is that the
tradition works for the users, psvchologically and thaumicall! It lets them function as wizards.

slrnpleic Good,
and.w]ilte line draw
ShoqIng It to the
enhanced, dropped
Slon for formal Occa

I

Obvioudv, the first step in creating an i
Order 15 to determine what thev have in
should be something that might reasonablv
Lure; there cannot, for instance, be an Ord

Mirror is built around the device of it4 name; the Carrefour

of flunkies/acol\rtes/h\rpriotized stooges. They are very
often intent on personal power, which tends to niake them
the wllains of the piece.
Members of such an Order may be renegades from othe
Orders. They could, however, be an ancient circle isolated in
the Himalaws or deepest Afnca, serving their Lore/Artrfact
and hardly aware that there are wizards in the outside
world-unnl the Adventuring outsiderc stumble acrosr the
“lost” enclave.

Also, the Lorebooks

Dengn a typical Chapterhouse
Determine what sort of Leyqer

Vanable modifiers,

The spell may also make use

is exchanged for speed. To put it into handicraft terms (this
would probably shock a sorcerous Adept) an expert whittlcr, given a knife, a piece ofwood, and his basic knowledge,
could given time carve practicallv anything from a toy whiq-

klng-though

it would

ing cards, “rehearsing” th

Entertainment begins) should have no more
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cerer can create

have been discovered in the entire discovery-mad 19th

works. The sorcerers’ advantage over the phvsicists is

that they can establish conclusive proof-by casting the
spell successhllv. This will come only at the end of a
long, difficult Quest.

wav. The sorcerers occupy a middle point between
mechanism and absolute theory.)

pyramids-Central America
goes again-by now, no do

and certainlv the agents of those wh

After threats, attempte

spell that can reconstruct any stone edifice-a wall, a
building-from its ruins. The manuscript i y vague about
whether the restoration is physical (which would imply
massive amounts of Tliaumic Energy, certainly a ritual
for many workers) or a kind of projective illusion. It
doesn’t matter: The Order must, if the spell exists, add it
to its store of secrets.
A member of the Order would be dispatch

Pyramid of Amenophis
deadly traps, and-j

(as most of these inquiries produce nothmg), with baGc
expenses paid by the Order.
The Questor would naturally take along such associ-

phering-a
perennial problem
documents.
While we wouldn’t

Reconstrucdon,
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APPEIIDIXD:SOR_CER_OUS
DUELS-

the charactcr’s health. A duelist who
zero falls unconscioug or becomes In
killa him. Ifusing Commc, damage is

,

reduced below

it must be bound by

s have been added
Note that an
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casting. This 1nay be knolvn ;1s a charm, an amulet, or a
fetish; members of the Cabinet of Cups and Wands often
use the term “gimmick”, borrowed &om stage conjuring.
h Magickal Focus is a magick amplifier created by a
Sorcerer to make castmg one specific spell easier. If a Focus
is used for any other spell, its stored thaumic cnergy is discharged. Creating a FOCUS
is venr simple. A Focus can be
made out of any material object, preferably one that is a

ickd energy that can be infused is the numerical equivalent
of the creator’s Sorcev skill. So, as Morgan is a Great
Sorceror, the maximum amom
the rod is 8, for an Energ)i Mui

Walking sticks are also popular, particularly with
Prosperians, and Otto der Spieler of Manz used his monocle. Sorcerers who stay mostlv in their own chambers

den most satisfactorily.
AFocus must be

niage must cast the spell Cveate Focuson the item, cast the
desired spell using the item, and then infuse the item with
aligned power. The Focus nil1 then have an Energy
Multiplier equal to one-fourth the Thaumic Energy put
into it, rounded down.

and is essentially recreated .with an
dedicated to the ne\\, spell. For

lie has had in his posession for sevcral months. So, step by
step:

was created for,

ered L.J~ its Ene
and unaligned power.

Also, for a focus to

(material) aligned TE.
Second, Morgan casts Rnzse the Stol.nz while holding
the rod. LVantmg to stav simplc, Morgan simply causes it
to drizzle into fus rain barrel. This will cost a total of 10
(elemental)altgned TE.
Fii~ally,Morgan invests the rod with an additional 8
points of Clubs dgned TE (because Raise the Storm is an
elemental spell), gving the rod an Energy Multiplier of X 2

too-bright villain make a great sho
cerer of “the key to all his Po=
~houldn’tgloat aftenwd. Villains
time of it.)

create this focus, Morg
t
Diamonds TE, and then 18 points of
Clubs TE. The spell the Focus is to be dedicated to must
be cast wthin one dav ofthe castmg of Crente F o c q oth-

orders’ spell books.
used as a focus fo

(Rnzse the Storm in the example above) is cast, and takcs
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